INTRODUCTION
Despite the immense body of literature concerning animal orientation, little previous effort has been made to prepare a comprehensive discussion and unified theory of orientation ecology, the subdiscipline at the interface between ecology and ethology. Much of the existing orientation literature is widely dispersed, found partially in explicit studies on orientation and partially in countless publications about life histories. In this review, in order to organize this hidden scientific treasure and to facilitate access to it, the concept of orientation ecology is defined, then the subdiscipline is naturally divided into six categories. Finally, within these categories, predictive generalizations or rules, based on induction, deduction, and intuition are formulated. All these rules and principles are preceded by consecutive bold numbers in square brackets to facilitate recognition.
INFORMATIONAL RESOURCES AND STRESS SOURCES
Central themes of any ecosystem analysis are the competitive interactions between organisms as they strive for access to, control of, and use of limited resources. A resource is most broadly defined as any spatiotemporally patterned probiotic or life-supporting factor such as the directional force of gravity or the patterned distribution of prey.
Resources fall into two inclusive and largely disjunct groups: trophic (i.e. primary) and informational (i.e. secondary). The former, as used here, includes both materials and energy. The latter comprises all environmental factors that have negligible direct effects on the energy and materials budgets of living systems or their subsystems, but that are capable of modifying the internal states of organisms. Therefore, informational resources act in a very broad sense as stimuli.
General ecological texts are typically preoccupied with trophic ecology and rarely mention information ecology or informational resources, despite the fundamental role information flow plays in the functional structure of ecosystems. This role is strikingly obvious in man's incisive interaction with the whole biosphere through 171 Annual Reviews www.annualreviews.org/aronline his use (and misuse) of information. Specialized utilization of informational resources, however, is by no means restricted to man. In fact, organisms at the simplest known free-living organizational level, such as Escherichia coli, have been shown by differential effects of mutations to contain two functionally distinct subcellular systems, one for handling trophic resources (nutrients, metabolites) and another for informational resources (3). The latter system detects chemical gradients and thereby controls movements in space.
[1] In general, all living organisms contain distinct mechanisms (subsystems) for dealing with informational resources. For instance, green plants have the phytochrome system (111) or the abscissic acid (ABA) system (107) , and higher animals have a neurosensory system for receiving, processing, and emitting information. In order to gain proper insight into ecological relationships, it is necessary that our conceptual classification of resources be so structured as to match the differentiation into trophic and informational subsystems within organisms.
Discussion of resources alone does not result in adequate accounts of speciesspecific environments or niches. The new complementary concept of stress sources has to be added because the spatiotemporal distribution of stress sources is frequently not merely the negative of that of resources. Stress sources also have informational importance.
Because all spatial and temporal orientation is mediated by informational subsystems of organisms, orientation ecology belongs to the neglected area of information ecology. All behavioral information utilized by motile organisms falls into two large classes: "know how," controlling instrumental behavior, and "know when and where," controlling orientational behavior. Behavioral ecology is essentially the understanding of the adaptive significance of such activities in natural environments. Pertinent reviews are rare. Klopfer's (93) account stresses instrumental behavior. for temporal orientation, several reviews may be consulted (20, 40, 108) . Least covered, to date, is spatial orientation, to which modern texts on general ecology or general ethology rarely give organized attention.
THE CONCEPT OF ORIENTATION AND SOURCES OF BEHAVIORAL INFORMATION
The latest account of invertebrate orientation is by Carthy (25); the latest comprehensive coverage of animal orientation appeared in 1940 in the landmark book by Fraenkel & Gunn (47) . This synthesis is now quite out of date in most respects because most of the literature about orientation is younger. Nonetheless, the majority of contemporary writers on orientation still employ the old conceptual and theoretical framework. For the ecologist, additional difficulties arise from the fact that the phenomena of orientation are mainly described in terms of mechanisms and sensory modalities rather than ecological relevance, The following reasoning resolves this dilemma, Ever since Kiihn (96) defined taxis as a turning response, most authors designate any act of spatial orientation by this term. This traditional conception, however, is much too narrow in two ways.
First, it is a simple geometric fact that bodies in space do not move only by rotation but also by translation. Hence spatial orientation is composed of both directional and distance orientation, with three degrees of freedom of movement for either case. By taking these fundamental geometric properties into account, spatial orientation should now properly be defined as self-controlled maintenance or change of body position relative to the environmental space (80) . "Self-controlled" rules out passive transport, and "maintenance of body position" refers to spatial movements counteracting passive transport or tilting.
Second, spatial orientation is inconceivable without sources of spatial information. Instantaneous sensory spatial information was generally presumed to be the exclusive source of spatial orientation until it was realized that certain broad categories of behavioral information are involved in both the control of instrumental behavior and the control of spatial orientation (80) . Thus to predict spatial orientation, it is necessary to discriminate between immediate sensory information (extrinsic orientation) and centrally stored information (intrinsic orientation); the terms exokinetic orientation and endokinetic orientation carry the same respective meanings (80) . Much of what has formerly been called "kinesthetic orientation"--falsely implying proprioreceptors as sources of information--is now more appropriately called intrinsic orientation, since proprioreceptors only mediate spatial information and definitely do not generate or store it. Where sufficient evidence is available, internally stored spatial information is further subdivided into innate (i.e. instinctive) and memory information. Examples are given later.
Deterministic information, that is, information that renders behavior predictable, is limited, and since there are also situations in which orienting in a predictable way is disadvantageous, various portions of all orientation have to be stochastic or "noisy." In line with this reasoning, more and more ethologists have come to recognize that the classical goal of understanding behavior in terms of causation only must be supplemented by the use of probabilistic models.
ORIENTATION FITNESS AND ITS CONSTRAINTS
The meaning of orientation ecology can be developed from the concept of spatial orientation and some basic ecological facts. It is recognized that the whole biosphere at all levels of structure down to microscopic dimensions is spatiotemporally patterned (71, 102, 126) . Organisms have adapted their orientation to their particular environments through selection. Based on these premises, and disregarding various constraints, listed below, the fundamental term orientation fitnkss is defined as the ability of an organism to minimize its distance from resources and maximize its distance from stress sources; in sum, orientation fitness is its ability to be in the right place at the right time. The orientation ecologist then wants to know how and how well the orientation systems of organisms match the spatiotemporal structures of their niches. Four types of constraints must be considered in developing and understanding principles of and generalizations about orientation ecology by means of the concept of orientation fitness.
First are organizational constraints.
[2] Because the complexity of any organism's internal system is finite and the dimensional structure of any environment is infinitely complex, the orientation fitness of all organisms has to be suboptimal. [3] The smaller an organism, the simpler its orientation system can be expected to be, because miniaturization of functional elements (neurons, receptors, etc) is limited (120, 121).
[4] Since evolution invariably takes time, a newcomer to an environment is likely to have a less well adapted orientation system than an ancient, established species. Thus Hospitalitermes sharpi, a nasute termite that turned relatively recently to open-air foraging, has the simplest topographic orientation system known among social insects, whereas similarly foraging ants disply a highly sophisticated counterpart (75, 82, 140) .
[5] Frequently, when a series of species employs increasingly complex orientation systems to handle a given orientation problem, it will be found that the more elaborate systems will contain the simple systems as functional components. Examples are given in the sections about the categories of orientation.
[6] Because evolution proceeds gradually, because orientation fitness increases with system complexity, and because the foregoing rule [5] holds, successive levels of increasing orientation complexity may be taken as models for successive evolutionary steps (78) .
The second type of constraints arises from the fact that each movement in space has its cost in terms of expended time and energy. [7] Costs and benefits have to be weighed against each other when trying to predict orientation strategies with respect to stress sources and resources such as food (38, 58, 64, 131) .
Third, during the evolutionary process many aspects of overall fitness may interfere with orientation fitness. [8] An organism selected for small size will have a reduced orientation complexity according to rule [2] .
[9] The more sedentary an organism, the simpler its orientation system. Wingless aphids, maximizing the rate of feeding, metabolism, and reproduction, lack visual escape orientation from predators, a common response among mobile insects of their size. Barnacles irrevocably lose all orientational abilities once their cypris larvae attach themselves to the substrate (44) .
[10] Strictly nocturnal animals, such as the insectivorous bats, subterranean species, such as the cave fish Anoptichthys jordanL tend to simplify their lighf orientation system as compared to their diurnal allies (88) .
A fourth type of constraints involves alternatives to flight orientation away from stress sources.
[11] Organisms with repellents or poisons (skunks, wasps) can afford to reduce their escape behavior. Diapause and hibernation are common alternatives to long distance migrations for inhabitants of temperate climates.
SOME GENERAL RULES OF ORIENTATION ECOLOGY
In addition to the generalizations related to various constraints, some overall rules are concerned with the dependence between orientation fitness proper and the four basic types of behavioral information sources: instantaneous environmental, memory, innate, and stochastic.
[12] It is now widely acknowledged that combinations of these informational sources always contribute to the control of a particular behavior; yet the nonrandomness of these combinations is rarely stressed. This general statement may be expanded as follows:
[13] Organisms tend to "know" Annual Reviews www.annualreviews.org/aronline innately the highly redundant and simple spatial properties of environments. [14] For instance, virtually all motile organisms innately know to turn about 180° or reverse their locomotion when sign stimuli indicate approach to a stress source or avoidance of a resource. Rhodospirillum rubrum, a sulfur bacterium, reverses its swimming direction upon entering a dark or very bright zone (26) . Various jellyfish (e.g. Scyphozoa), when swimming upward~ reverse their gravity-controlled direction upon mechanical disturbance (69) . Young wood ants (genus Formica), marching straight away from the nest site for the first time, under the guidance of learned light compass orientation, instinctively reverse the direction of their light orientation at the end of the journey (75) . Courting male crickets and cockroaches turn 180°w ithout prior experience so the females can climb their backs (6, 12). Innate knowledge of more complex spatial attributes of environments is Shown by other examples. Ant-lions (genus Myrmeleon) dig circular grooves as first steps in pit construction (151) . Garden warblers (Sylvia borin)~raised in captivity demonstrate innate knowledge of geographic spatial relations by heading properly southwest with respect to the earth's magnetic field for their first fall migration (150) . Similarly, beach hoppers (Talitrus saltator, Amphipoda), prior to individual experience, know according to the orientation of their native beach which sun compass direction to take up in order to escape from water (114) .
[15] Highly redundant but complex, as well as moderately redundant, spatial information about environments is learned, provided the organizational level of the organism permits such learning. For example, some birds learn stellar constellations (39, 144) , and the familiarity of many vertebrates with their particular home ranges is widely known.
Quite often, and for various reasons, motile organisms lack all three predictive sources of information--innate, memory, and sensory---concerning the location of a vital resource. [16] In such situations of ignorance, organisms generally do not cease orienting but rather orient randomly. In other words, they generate low grade or "new" spatial information that increases their chances of locating the resource. How such free decisions are reached is still unknown; a reasonable hypothesis is that they are made by amplification of internal noise (synaptic noise, etc). Examples are provided under search behavior in the category of object orientation and under dispersal in the category of geographic orientation.
ECOLOGICAL CATEGORIES OF SPATIAL ORIENTATION
Because/~he time-honored KiJhn-Fraenkel & Gunn scheme of taxes and kineses has been shown to be inadequate, a new conceptual framework will be helpful in better organizing the more specialized principles of orientation ecology. The first criterion is whether a motile organism stays in place and position or moves on. In the former case, various disturbances (passive linear or rotational displacement) have to counteracted. Such compensatory maneuvers are referred to as positional orientation. Second, noncompensatory movements in space can be further subdivided with respect to the spatial patterning of resources and stress sources. Such sources may be either restricted to spots or patches in space, or they may stretch out in at least Annual Reviews www.annualreviews.org/aronline one dimension. In the former case, the sources are called objects and the spatial orientation related to them is termed object orientation.
Third, various spatially extensive environmental factors frequently exhibit rather characteristic and predictable vertical and horizontal distributions or gradations. The former situation is referred to as stratification (layering) and the latter zonation. Orientation with respect to these two spatial attributes is called strato (stratal) orientation and zonal orientation respectively.
Fourth, the environment within the routine activity range of an individual is frequently temporally rather stable and has a spatially unique constellation of resources and stress sources. Learned spatial orientation with respect to such unique spatial properties of a home range is called topographic or home range orientation.
Finally, motile organisms for various reasons may not stay within a circumscribed space, but instead may disperse or migrate over considerable distances. Orientation associated with such far ranging movements is called geographic orientation.
Habitat orientation is not listed in this classification because it overlaps all the other major categories.
POSITIONAL ORIENTATION
[17] Positional orientation manifests itself in swimming, flying, and large terrestrial walking organisms primarily as a means of counteracting the pull of gravity by orienting the body axes in such a way as to render the locomotory counterpush most effective. Similarly, benthic aquatic and small, surface-moving terrestrial organisms, by virtue of the reduced effects of gravitational pull, position themselves in cases of discrepancy with the ventral side toward the substrate rather than downward.
[18] With the exception of the smallest unicellular forms, all freely swimming and flying organisms have mechanisms for positional orientation.
[19] Because of their small size, motile bacteria are little displaced by the pull of gravity and their internal substructures are even less so. Thus, for physical reasons alone, they are unlikely to possess gravity sensors and gravity orientation (117, 123) .
To understand the following details of positional orientation in eucaryotes it is necessary to recall that motile organisms possess six degrees of freedom of motion. Positional orientation may therefore neutralize either linear displacement (drift) angular displacement, in particular pitch, the rotation around the transverse axis, and roll, the rotation around the longitudinal axis. Furthermore, positional orientation does not require an animal to be totally stationary; it may instead freely move within some of its six degrees of freedom of movement while stabilizing the rest.
[20] In unicellular and oligocellular swimming eucaryotes, positional orientation occurs only in rudimentary form.
[21] Being propelled by flagella or cilia, most of these organisms rotate continuously about their longitudinal axis, thus obviating the need for roll stabilization (94, 101) .
[22] With their specific weight normally different from that of the aquatic medium (typically heavier) small eucaryotes tend to align their longitudinal axis vertically so that their main (rearward) thrust counteracts gravity-induced sedimentation.
[23] Freshwater protozoa, for instance, such as the thoroughly studied Paramecium, are typically so shaped that their "head up" position is mechanically the most stable due to hydrodynamic torque, with the result that upward swimming predominates (123) .
[24] As aquatic animals increase in size and concomitant dorso-ventral differentiation, the positional orientation changes from a predominantly vertical alignment of the longitudinal axis to a predominantly horizontal alignment. Provided the postembryonic ontogeny covers the appropriate size range, this change in positional orientation can be observed during the development of single individuals.
[25] In most Crustacea that hatch as nauplius larvae, such as Artemia salina, this switch from predominantly vertical to horizontal alignment coincides with the appearance of the compound eyes and the thoracopods at the end of the naupliar phase (78) .
[26] Aquatic vertebrates and insects typically assume a horizontal position as soon as they hatch. [27] Those that do not immediately position themselves horizontally, such as the common herring and the tropical fish Badis badis (Nandidae), have early larvae, quite analogous to ,4rtemia, that tend to maintain a vertical position and turn horizontally after yolk consumption (11, 16).
[28] Medium-to large-sized swimming animals of various phyla--annelids, molluscs, arthropods, chaetognaths, and vertebrates--typically confine most of their active displacements to horizontal planes or strata (76, 132) . This is achieved advanced positional orientation, that is, the stabilization of pitch, roll, and vertical drift. Such advanced aquatic positional orientation allows free movement and orientation in the forward direction and around the vertical axis.
[29] Most swimming Crustacea and vertebrates stabilize pitching and rolling by means of twin mechanisms: transverse gravity orientation and transverse light orientation (76, 81, 132, 134, 137) . [30] The relative importance of these two sensory orientation modalities is highly variable, even in particular individuals, depending in all cases studied on the light intensity, attention (in fish), and other factors (68, 76, 134) .
Differential weighing of the two modalities of positional orientation manifests itself in artificial as well as natural situations whenever gravitation and illumination are not well opposed. [31] If the main illumination comes from the side instead of the top, all species with twin orientation mechanisms turn their dorsal surfaces more and more towards the light as brightness increases. If the main illumination comes from below, the animal must decide whether to swim normally or upside down. Accordingly, in the famous Blue Grotto of Capri, Italy, fish may be seen swimming in various odd positions, even upside down, as determined by the various directions from which the brightest light reaches them (1).
[32] Swimming species with only one mechanism for positional orientation usually use transverse gravity orientation, as does Cyclops (Copepoda) (78), tadpoles of bull frogs (unpublished observations), and other Anura (74) .
Not enough is known about the positional orientation of flying animals. Dragonflies, locusts, and Lepidoptera exhibit a dorsal light orientation while flying (42, 50, 57, 67, 110) and pigeons have recently been shown to utilize a supplementary gravity receptor located in their intestines (33) . Only locusts are yet known to stabilize their flight position by visual reactions to the inclination of the horizon (50). Annual Reviews www.annualreviews.org/aronline Transverse light orientation and transverse gravity orientation are the most widespread, but not the only, mechanisms stabilizing swimming and flying positions. [33] All vertebrates and a yet undetermined number of higher Crustacea and cephalopods counteract angular acceleration by use of semicircular canals and analogous organs (19, 35, 128, 129) . [34] Angular acceleration as well as angular motion is also visually perceived and then counteracted by so-called optomotor reactions in all animals capable of high visual resolution, ranging from molluscs to arthropods and vertebrates (35, 37, 52, 145) . [35] Finally, for the purpose of stabilizing flight position (118, 130) , only the Diptera are known mechanically to sense angular acceleration and angular motion by means of rapid oscillations of their halteres.
[36] When swimming animals and flying insects settle on solid ground, tactile stimuli override the positional control of light and gravity on the tilt of the dorsoventral axis (73, 139) . The resulting mechanical orientation of the ventral surface toward the substrate allows the nontactile control of pivoting around the dorsoventral axis (yaw). [37] Virtually all terrestrial animals resting on vertical surfaces tend to maintain typical positions, most frequently head-up or head-down. [38] In at least one species of stick insect and several species of butterfly, this aspect of the resting position is controlled by both the direction of gravity and the direction of the main illumination (13, 147). It is frequently difficult to ascribe specific adaptive functions to the various resting positions of insects. [39] Cryptic insects, however, very clearly tend to position themselves in such a way that they blend with their environment (29, 124, 127) . [40] Large moulting insects, staying in the vegetation, position themselves in such a way that gravity supports them. For instance, both the locust Schistocerca americana and the butterfly Heliconius charatonius slide out of their old cuticle in a head-down POsition and then turn around so that the still soft and wrinkled wings expand in the direction of gravitational pull (unpublished observation).
Of the many more specialized functions that positional orientation may serve, only three are mentioned. [41] Virtually all animals that can rotate their eyes, their heads, or both, tend to stabilize the eye position relative to the visual environment by properly responding to any combination of visual, gravitational, and angular motion stimulation (35, 37, 50, 81, 109, 125, 145) . The dragonfly Aeschna cyanea, for instance, banking while flying a ' curve, keeps its head in a perfectly upright position (89) . Man, like animals with high visual resolution, follows the displacements of his visual environment by nystagmic eye and head movements. Maintaining the eye position .relatively constant with respect to the vertical direction, irrespective of body position, facilitates the recognition of visual patterns that contain features related to the direction of gravity, and the nystagmus increases visual resolution by (educing blurr (15, 18, 125).
[42] Terrestrial animals in suitable habitats, such as locusts, butterflies, lizards, or marmots, utilize body position for temperature regulation by exposing a large body surface to solar radiation at suboptimal temperatures and a small surface at superoptimal temperatures (7, 46, 63, 142) .
Positional orientation also implies compensation for translatory displacement. [43] Aquatic organisms typically head toward and act against currents that they detect either mechanically when touching the ground or visually when swimming Annual Reviews www.annualreviews.org/aronline in the open (61) . [44] Similarly, flying animals that do not utilize wind as a means of transport, such as dancing mosquitoes (36) and commuting honey bees (65) to head upwind and thus compensate for drift.
[45] The widespread "cliff avoidance response" of terrestrial vertebrates is a well-known example of a largely innately developed positional orientation preventing fatal falls. Some recent studies pertain to gulls, rats, and human infants (21, 24, 143).
OBJECT ORIENTATION [46] Object orientation is the only category of behavior in general and of orientation in particular that is universally found in all motile organisms from bacteria to man. This universality, in conjunction with obvious general biological importance, leaves little doubt that object orientation is the very first type of behavior to have evolved. [47] In line with this inference is the fact that object orientation is the only behavior found in bacteria and many other microorganisms. It is possible to propound several fundamental and general principles of object orientation despite the immense number and diversity of objects and species of motile organisms involved.
[48] In most instances two major orientation phases--search and approach (or avoidance)--are distinguishable. They are based on a motile organism having, on the one hand, insufficient, and on the other hand, precise, information about the spatial locations of resource (or stress source) objects. With virtually no such information available, straight ongoing movement (transecting) is the most efficient strategy, presuming the most likely distribution of resources to be patchy, as stressed by several authors (103, 136) . [49] All motile organisms from bacteria to man utilize such a straight-line search, resorting to various and still incompletely known means.
[50] Microorganisms and oligocellular organisms, as mentioned in the section on positional orientation, spin around their longitudinal axes while swimming forward. This spinning effectively assures straight paths that could hardly be maintained by other intrinsic mechanisms because of inevitable asymmetries of body physiology and morphology. [51] Arthropods without information about resource locations commonly utilize visual stimuli to maintain straight courses. For example, true polarized light orientation is commonly used in aquatic arthropods for straight-line swimming (86) . On land, a caterpillar (Thaumetopoea pityocampa) in search for a place to pupate may simply move straight away from the sun (48), whereas locust nymphs (Locusta pardalina) may proceed toward the sun (116) . Such bidirectional basic light orientation (i.e. positive and negative phototaxis) has been shown to a functional component of the more flexible (polydirectional) light-compass orientation that insects with more complex visual systems use for straight-line walking (77, 100) . The many other possibilities for steering a straight search course extrinsically include wind-compass orientation and gravity orientation on slopes (77, 83, 84, 99) . [52] Most arthropods and vertebrates in complex environments use "counterturning" for restoring their course after forced diversion (22, 51, 106) . This intrinsic type of orientation entails central storage of information about forced turns to be used later for controlling compensatory counterturns.
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No organism engaging in rectilinear search goes on indefinitely; conceivably, such behavior would be maladaptive by eventually taking the searcher out of his habitat. [53] Accordingly, blowflies on a table or flocks of finches in the Mohave Desert, like all searching organisms, continually and erratically turn between straight stretches, thereby avoiding returns (27, 34) . This composite search orientation is termed ranging.
[54] All motile organisms stop ranging when they sense the proximity of a vital object. [55] If such an object cannot be precisely located, they generate another search pattern, local search, usually implemented as convoluted search. Convoluted search entails tangled, looping, intersecting paths without straight sections. Thus, bacteria such as Salmonella typhimuriurn swim erratically, or "tumble," after losing the direction up the concentration gradient toward a chemical resource or down the concentration gradient away from a stress source (repellent). In those situations, "missing or losing the proper direction along the gradient" is the message of object proximity (141).
Diverse motile eucaryotes from protozoa to vertebrates have been shown to exhibit local search behavior. For instance, the blowfly, the stickleback fish, the carrion crow, and the thrush all search for patches of food items. They take the presence of a piece of food as a token for food patch proximity and start local convoluted search (14, 30, 34, 135) . Such local search is often called area-restricted search (95) , a term that should be avoided because of possible confusion with ranging, which is also area-restricted.
Convoluted search is not the most adaptive type of local search in all situations. Important determinants are the shape and dimensions of the upproach ~pace, i.e. the space around an object from which it can be located by the searcher, and the shape and dimensions of the detection space, i.e. the area around the searcher within which it detects objects. For example, such an approach space as the pheromonal odor plume emanating downwind from a female moth in the form of an elongate cone is to be intercepted by the circular detection space of the flying male. The local search of the male moth is flying hither and thither in increasing amplitude across the wind, a search tactic that could hardly be improved upon (92) .
The complete sequence of object orientation is terminated by th~ approach or avoidance phase following local search. [56] Typically, approach or avoidance takes a straight course guided by stimuli that pinpoint the object. In bacteria, such as the already mentioned Salmonella typhimurium, approach or avoidance is straight swimming up or down respectively along a perceived gradient of solutes (141).
[57] A class of exceptions from this general rule is the erratic courses produced by fleeing animals closed in by pursuers, say kangaroos being hunted (90) or male houseflies chasing each other (97) . Such stochastic movements in space (protean defense) (70) interfere with the ability of the pursuer to anticipate the pursued's next location.
It is not unusual for a motile organism to find itself in the approach and avoidance spaces of several objects at the same time. [58] In such situations apparently all species from bacteria to vertebrates compare by summation the positive and negative stimulus values of different intensity and "decide" from the result which objects to. approach or to avoid (4, 79, 85). [59] Such simultaneous as well as successive comparisons are possibly not the only explanations for the rule that approach selectivity decreases with interobject distances as shown in the plankton-feeding sunfish Lepomis macrochirus (148) .
Numerous more restricted principles are superimposed on the fundamental principles of object orientation. Cropping orientation is an example. First appearing among worm-like animals, cropping orientation is largely an intrinsic orientation that in areas of contiguous or overlapping approach distances determines the particular path followcd from object to object. [60] The characteristic subunit of a cropping path is a rather straight ongoing movement. On this are superimposed alternating movement~ to the left and right for objects within reach, such as in the "pendulum feeding" of snails (32) . Frequently such straight cropping paths are combined into more complex patterns with "radial cropping" and "meander cropping" being the most prominent. [61] Animals that regularly return to a ccntral refugium (refuging, 60) typically employ radial cropping; they fan out along straight paths, as described for some fiddler crabs (57), "Radial looping" is more elaborate and probably more efl~cient since the same ground is not covered twice; the animal moves away from its refugium and returns to it from a different direction, in a loop, as described in the fiddler crab Uca maracoani and in baboons (57, 59) . [62] Nomadic animals favor meander cropping in which at least one hair-pin turn is made, as observed, for instance, in mountain gorillas (45) . A restricted area may more or less tightly covered by alternating hair-pin loops or tight meanders, as in grazing snails, enteropneusts, stalked-eyed flies, and orangutans (17, 23, 10.4, 149). Radial cropping and meander cropping date back to Cambrian times, as numerous fossilized tracks document (56) .
STRATO ORIENTATION
Strato orientation is only briefly mentioned here. [63] There are continuous massive .migrations of organisms up and down through the omnipresent strata of the biosphere. The vertical directions are maintained by light and gravity. Best studied and reviewed are the diel vertical migrations of freshwater and marine zooplankton (8, 10, 71, 115, 122) . Diel vertical migrations are also found in many terrestrial animals such as millipedes (55) and grasshoppers (5).
ZONAL ORIENTATION
Zonal orientation is the orientation across ecotones and along horizontal to subhorizontal ecological gradients. [64] Because vertical gradients are commonly steeper than horizontal ones, the relative importance of zonal orientation over stratal orientation increases with body size, a correlation well reflected in the corresponding change in positional orientation described by rules [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . Best studied is the movement perpendicular to shorelines, sometimes referred to as y-axis orientation. Reviews are available for arthropods, Amphibia, and hatchling sea turtles (41, 43, 66, 112) . [65] Advanced cross-shoreline orientation, as found in many arthropods, contains time compensated sun-compass orientation as an essential component. A crude way of moving only approximately up or downshore is found in the littoral Annual Reviews www.annualreviews.org/aronline snail Nerita plicata, which simply changes between moving toward or away from the sun (i.e. basic orientation) at the proper time of the day (146) . An example moving along gradients is the downdrift of arthropods in running water being compensated by upstream migrations (113) .
TOPOGRAPHIC ORIENTATION
Topographic orientation may be considered as an elaborated approach phase of object orientation, refined and extended by learning. What is learned are the spatial relationships (constellation) among objects and between objects and orienting subjects. One of the rudimentary forms of topographic orientation is the intrinsic return orientation of the spider Cupienus salei to the prey from which it has been chased (133) . [66] Fragmentary knowledge suggests that short distance return orientation, as in the preceding example or in refuging animals such as fiddler crabs, is mediated by intrinsic orientation (57) . The locomotory output during the outgoing path somehow integrated and centrally stored, then the return path is controlled with this memorized information. However, funnel web spiders (dgelena) find the short return path on the web to the refuge not only by intrinsic return orientation but also by use of polarized light and directional light (51) . Best analyzed is the topographic orientation system of the honey bee (49) . [67] Bees, like other homing Hymenoptera, record their foraging range by means of polar coordinates. In such a vector orientation, distance is controlled by an intrinsic mechanism, and direction by celestial-(sun and polarized light) compass orientation. Within this framework, bees, ants, and wasps (Vespidae, Sphecidae) learn the positions of conspicuous landmarks that they also use in their topographic orientation. The two parameters of the vector orientation~istance and direction--are communicated by the dance language of the honey bees (genus Apis) (49, 98) . [68] There is evidence that most, if not all, vertebrates are capable of topographic orientation. The experimental analysis of this capacity is still too fragmentary to establish general rules.
GEOGRAPHIC ORIENTATION
Geographic orientation partially intergrades with both object orientation and zonal orientation. No distinct borderline exists between the ranging phase of object orientation and dispersal orientation. The only change may be the increasing lengths of straight, ongoing movements. Dispersal, in turn, can be looked at as a rudimentary form of geographic orientation, a movement in a randomly selected direction in the absence of specified geographic information (31). [69] As travel distances increase, approaching or exceeding hundreds of kilometers, true geographic orientation emerges; directional randomness disappears and specified geographic information determines the movements. The absence of a distinct boundary between dispersal and true geographic orientation poses terminological problems (87) . The adaptive significance of true geographic orientation is usually obvious, as in the seasonal migrations of birds.
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With regard to increasing sophistication of control, four levels of geographic orientation can be recognized in terrestrial animals, two for insects and two for birds. Minimal geographic orientation control is exhibited by migratory locusts, which ascend and descend in and out of trade winds that carry and guide them over vast distances (119) . Cabbage butterflies (Pieris brassicae and P rapae) in England do better in controlling their seasonal migrations by flying directly toward the sun in the fall and away from the sun in spring, thus simply utilizing basic directional light orientation (positive and negative phototaxis) (9). In their end result, migrations are biologically meaningful, though not optimal because of the lack of linearity.
Really straight migrations may be controlled by visual celestial compass or magnetic compass orientation, as in the extrinsic component of geographic vector orientation in birds. [70] The associated distance orientation, as in the topographic vector orientation of bees and ants, is under intrinsic control (54) . Navigation, finally, the still-unexplained ability of birds with some experience to reach from an unknown location a geographic goal over medium to great distances. Several reviews of long distance bird orientation are available (2, 53, 91, 105).
Many fish migrations, especially up and down river systems, may be considered as extensions of zonal orientation. An important component of the geographic orientation of fish is following an odor-marked current of water, a form of guideline orientation (28, 62, 138) .
CONCLUDING REMARKS
For orientation ecology to flourish it is deemed essential that the still predominating classification of taxes and kineses be supplemented or replaced by terms with strong ecological connotations. The proposed unified theory and terminology of orientation ecology serves two main purposes: it organizes multitudinous phenomena from bacteria to man, thus rendering them more readily accessible,/~nd it brings numerous details within reach of prediction by means of general rules and principles. A total of seventy such generalizations is marked by square brackets in this review, and only space limited the establishment of many more. From this, I venture to say that no other area of ecology or ethology of comparable scope is presently understood in such depth and breadth as orientation ecology, and this statement definitely holds for the, interface between ecology and ethology. Apart from this, orientation ecology derives its importance from the fact that all motile organisms, while interacting with their environments, spend more time orienting than in any other similarly complex behavioral activity. In addition, orientation is the only universal behavior of all motile organisms. It is also of general importance that cropping paths, a subject of orientation ecology, are the best preserved complex behavior in the fossil record. 
